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BIO

SwiftEconomics.com is the brainchild of Ryan Swift, an entrepreneur from Oregon. Ryan believes that fun 
is the key to living a balanced life; the serious part seems to run us down without any trouble! Ryan operates 
SwiftEconomics.com from home and various café’s with the intent of living a mobile lifestyle.

Ryan looks forward to hearing your thoughts. He created this community as a platform to share his ideas as they 
relate to economics. Please contact him via social networking sites with suggestions, responses, and encourage-
ment. Become an active community member and comment on posts. Also, utilize the social networking icons to 
share the articles you enjoyed. Let’s invite people to this economic oasis!

Throughout pages and posts on SwiftEconomics.com, readers may run into the phrase “Go Ducks” in oddly 
placed situations. That’s okay. Ryan is a lifelong Oregon Duck and U of O alum. The expression is a greeting, a 
response, a way of life.

Feel free to contact Ryan on these various social networking platforms:
Ryan’s Twitter…Tweet Me!
Ryan’s Facebook Profile…Friend Me!
Send Ryan An Email!

http://www.swifteconomics.com
http://twitter.com/#!/swifteconomics
https://www.facebook.com/pages/SwiftEconomicscom/76587125138
mailto:ryan%40swifteconomics.com?subject=Swift%20Economics
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Some of the topics Ryan is most passionate about are documented in An Economic Zeitgeist. He believes the 
world would be a better place if a critical mass of society wrapped their head around these ideas, agreed with 
them, and banned together to force change.

SwiftEconomics.com is a platform to unite and share ideas with one another. 

If Ryan accomplishes his goal, this eBook as well as SwiftEconomics.com content will be written in a digest-
ible way. It is absolutely paramount to communicate economic principles and current events in an approachable, 
understandable, and entertaining way. Most people are turned off by economic jargon. They don’t care about nor 
do they understand the subject. Ryan will strive to do away with the traditional means of communicating eco-
nomics. That means peoples heads shouldn’t want to explode. 

The following is an attention structure worthy of your attention. It’s economics with a twist. 

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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PREFACE
Giving a damn is a challenging proposition. Once you stop giving a damn it can be tantalizingly difficult to 
recover. Giving one may take a slight nudge or death-bed resuscitation. 

Few subjects garner such broad apathy as economics. People’s reasons for this are both understandable and un-
inspiring. Economics is not a study of money and math; it’s a study of how resources find their way into people’s 
grimy little paws. Economics affects lives enormously; particularly for the apathetic. 

As in all things there should be compelling reasons to begin giving a damn. This eBook is about outlining some 
of those reasons in true SwiftEconomics.com style: contemporary, fresh, and clever.

The apathy discussed in this eBook has economic tenants. Most of us rise in the morning and spend roughly 
a third of our waking hours at work; a job created in a market economy, kept alive by economic factors at play. 
We do this to earn a paycheck denominated in a currency that the Federal Reserve helps drive the value of on 
a whim. We have garage sales, pay our taxes (IRS brownie points on the way), vote for public office (maybe not 
the apathetic), buy rental properties, and put the garbage out on the street because three other neighbors have 
done the same. We decide to buy a Red Bull, feeling the pain of leaving the Starbucks Double Shot behind. 
We’ve all been swallowed by economics.

The root of apathy is disinterest, frustration, and lack of understanding. Apathy can be a comforting feeling; a 
conscious disconnect from an un-enjoyable or hopeless chain of events. It can arise from feeling outside of the 
process or unimportant to its outcome. Apathy surfaces in our personal lives as well as our professional lives and 
it’s doubtful that anyone exists completely free from it. 

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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Apathy may be an epidemic but some people have found a panacea. These hard-working, industrious folks per-
sist and try as hard as they can to educate themselves on important matters. In the auxiliary time around long 
hours at work and personal responsibilities they find time to put an honest effort forth to track complicated and 
confusing subjects. To those people my hat’s off. 

To the remaining cross-section of society, something’s left to be desired. Apathy can be dangerous. Blissful igno-
rance can go wrong. 

Apathy cannot stand in an age where information is disseminated at lightning speeds over multiple mediums. 
Being informed has never been easier; but perhaps difficult. Information overload is part of the problem. Much 
of the information we choose to inhale is frivolous. Factor in our shrinking attention spans and the outlook 
becomes rather off-putting. Information and infotainment is abundant but remember: where we get information 
and how we check its accuracy is very important.

To state it simply, the reason apathy is unacceptable is because we have the power to change the world. The 
power appears to be in the hands of the few but it is always in the hands of the many. Apathy hands power to 
those who seek it. 

I believe apathy and distraction is the one-two punch that could put the United States on the mat. Don’t get me 
wrong, a little Mortal Kombat vs. DC Comics Playstation gaming is okay. Enjoy the fruits of the empire before 
they rot. Unfortunately much of our lives are devoted to trivial attention structures which distract from the real 
things that hurt us. While you’re vegging out on home entertainment the people you trust to keep up the fort 
are letting you down. Empires throughout history fall when they lose their economic dominance. The U.S. can 
crumble and we’re a lot closer then we were 15 years ago.

There’s never been a better time to give a damn. 

The eBook that follows will outline serious events and issues. The world is stuffy and often sobering. Let’s get 
over that for a few moments. The considerable weight of an issue can ooze a byproduct of apathy. We want to 
avoid those feelings so let’s have some fun with this instead. 

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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LEADERSHIP VACUUM
Elected and unelected leaders are allowed to run amuck. The main source of oversight should come from citi-
zens. Having oversight committees is fine but you can’t have endless oversight committees for each new over-
sight committee created. 

Exhibit A:

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is a government agency created in 1934. Its principal task is to 
regulate the securities industry. Common securities include stocks and options. Christopher Cox was the chair-
man of this committee from August 3, 2005 to January 20, 2009. Cox has publicly admitted the SEC failed to 
regulate the financial collapse of 2008 adequately: 

“… the SEC’s 2004 adoption of voluntary regulation for investment banks…in 
the role of a safety and soundness regulator – a role for which it has neither tradi-
tion nor statutory mandate – the SEC fared no better than banking regulators.”

When asked about a specific fraud case of $50 billion by a money manager named Bernard Madoff, Cox stated:

“Our initial findings have been deeply troubling … I am gravely concerned 
by the apparent multiple failures over at least a decade to thoroughly investi-
gate these allegations or at any point to seek formal authority to pursue them.”

The SEC failed to regulate the corruption and fraud rampant in the financial industry as well as a $50 billion 

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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Ponzi scheme. The point being: formal regulation fails, too and cannot be counted on exclusively in an apathetic 
world for protection. Give Cox credit for admitting responsibility for his committee’s incompetence. Too many 
public figures point their finger and deflect blame until the PR disaster fades to black. All of us citizens quickly 
get back to our busy lives. 

The media should pay closer attention to economics because they’re supposed to operate as a watchdog. The 
founding fathers had this in mind and gave the press special protections in the constitution. Any laws that limit 
or prohibit the gathering and publication of news will find steep resistance in the U.S. judicial system. Special 
cases are made for defamation but that’s about it. Thomas Jefferson surmised:

“The basis of our governments being the opinion of the people, the very 
first object should be to keep that right; and were it left to me to de-
cide whether we should have a government without newspapers or newspa-
pers without a government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter.”

Economics doesn’t have quite the sizzle as celebrity couples, though. Plus some media outlets are only good for 
ideology now, not factual reporting. The responsibility of our own economic fates boils down to ourselves. We’re 
the protectors of liberty…fitting really. 

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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EMERGENCY NOISE
Emergency noise is sounded like ambulance sirens when a crisis occurs. As investment banks began to fall in the 
third and fourth quarters of 2008, bailout became a buzz word in a hurry. Then Treasury Secretary Henry Paul-
son, President George W. Bush, and Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke told U.S. citizens we must bailout 
these institutions to ward off depression.

In an emergency state, unconstitutional or unreasonable decisions can be made. These actions can be pushed 
through in the face of scared citizens who are too far out of touch with economics to make informed decisions. 
No decision is guaranteed to be “correct” in the face of uncertainty but they can at least be informed. Whatever 
confidence that garners is better than rushing a colossal choice. When the system is corrupt, a rushed decision, 
trade agreement, bill, or otherwise is almost always intended to do more than its face value. 

Emergency noise is the most important time for pause. If leaders tell us disaster will strike if we don’t do exactly 
as they say, we have bigger problems on our hands. Fearful, vulnerable, and apathetic people are the most likely 
to follow the leader. 

Power players cash in on this economic apathy. 

The Top 10 reasons to pay attention to economics are as follows:

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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1. CORPORATOCRACY/CRONYISM 
It’s hard to tell where one organization ends and another bureaucracy begins. This is the trouble with exposing 
leaders who sell us out or exhibit negligence. They’re all cronies. They know what they’re doing; cronyism pays 
handsomely. 

Former Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson presided over the financial collapse of 2008. Before that gig he served 
as chairman and CEO of Goldman Sachs until mid-2006. He was Time magazine’s runner-up for Person of 
the Year in ‘08 and routinely declared by economists as possibly the worst Treasury Secretary in history. Self-
fulfilling prophecies all around!

As CEO of Goldman, Paulson worked with our buddy Chris Cox of the SEC to do away with something called 
the net capital rule. This rule required investment banks to hold higher reserves and limit their exposure to 
leverage and risk. Higher reserves simply means more money on hand which would have helped once sub-prime 
loans went bad and a cash-on-hand crisis ensued. 

Paulson’s three predecessors at Goldman also left to work in the U.S. government. After investment banks began 
going down in 2008, Goldman was allowed to become a bank holding company. An investment brokerage was 
now legally considered the same as a community bank. The Federal Reserve, close confidants to the Treasury, 
approved Goldman as well as many other dubious organizations to become banks so they could receive money 
from the Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP) bailout fund. The TARP fund is a taxpayer money pool to 
bailout companies at the government’s whim, notably the financial industry. U.S. politicians promised us that a 
failure to pass the TARP program would send the U.S. into depression. 

The examples are literally endless of the line blurring between corporate upper management and government. 

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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The chairman of the Senate and Finance Committee, Connecticut Senator Christopher Dodd, allegedly took a 
VIP mortgage deal from Countrywide that will save him roughly $75,000 over the life of the loan. When the 
VIP deal was reported Dodd pleaded ignorance and assured the people he was getting “market rates.” People 
without government health insurance and a six-figure salary would love to refinance their home with waved fees 
and lower interest rates. 

Barney Frank has a disturbing history of promoting Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac as healthy businesses. Both 
started as government sponsored entities (GSE) but have morphed into a public company with stockholders and 
all with heavy involvement from politicians. Quasi-private institutions if you will. Their sole purpose is to buy 
and securitize mortgages to free up as much capital for Federal housing loans as humanly possible. 

Frank assumed the role as chairman of the House Financial Services Committee on January 4, 2007. Mr. Frank 
has long advocated affordable housing for all. Although a noble thought Frank’s fervor for home ownership may 
be misguided; some people just can’t afford to own and maintain a home. A cynical person might say Mr. Frank’s 
ideology, good-natured as it may have been, blinded him from understanding basic economics. 

In 2003, the Bush Administration attempted to pass a bill which would create a new department within the 
Treasury to administer federal oversight on Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. This would suggest that someone in 
the Bush Administration felt there was horseplay and tomfoolery going on and these businesses needed to be 
reeled in. Frank opposed the bill stating that everything was all good:

“These two entities – Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac – are not facing any kind of fi-
nancial crisis. The more people exaggerate these problems, the more pressure 
there is on these companies, the less we will see in terms of affordable housing.”

Well, the two entities were facing financial crisis; they bought up as many bad mortgages as anyone. Barney 
either didn’t understand this or didn’t care as long as it put people into home ownership.

Add President Bill Clinton to the public record of leaders that contributed to the global economic collapse. In 
1999 he signed the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Services Modernization Act. This law opened up the door 
for a mass consolidation of financial services firms. Mr. Clinton had a lot of peripheral things going on in those 
days. He would have been well served to think about the repercussions of that signature. 

The following is a selection from the SwiftEconomics.com glossary and will shed some light on the fallout from 
this act, one of Clinton’s final hurrahs in office. The glossary is meant to amuse AND educate; not to be tradi-
tional or academic.

BANK
Powerful institutions quickly becoming financial services malls. As financial in-
stitutions continue to merge, they quickly outgrow their original role as guard-

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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ian of your cash. According to Wikipedia’s partial list of major U.S. bank 
mergers since 1930 (Wikipedia’s exact enough for this point), 92 merg-
ers occurred from 1990-2008. Compare that to 32 from 1930-1989. Some of 
the merged banks were foreign and of course, many banks are global anyway. 

These conglomerates are combining companies that started as specialized institutions. 
Consider JPMorgan Chase Bank One Washington Mutual Bear Stearns. The entity is still 
known as JPMorgan Chase & Co. (lots of company) but that’s just because continually 
tacking on new names meets diminishing marginal returns. Before the mergers JP Morgan 
and Bear Stearns used to be investment brokers managing client money. Chase used to be 
a bank with a national credit card network. WaMu used to be a savings and loan institu-
tion holding significant amounts of mortgages as well as a network of credit cards. Now, 
JPMorgan Chase & Co. does it all. This could be viewed as a positive development due to 
economies of scale bringing financial services to you at lower prices. The other upside might 
be walking into one building or surfing one website to take care of all your financial needs. 

More nervous people might fear the concentration of power within banks; and the banks role in 
credit creation/distribution; and the Federal Reserve (Central Banking) control of currency. 

A move to nationalize banks and merge the private and public sectors is upon 
the U.S. and many other countries. The government only gives federal mon-
ey to private businesses with strings attached. These strings help determine how 
and when banks lend as well as allow federal agents to sit in on board meetings. 

General Electric’s CEO Jeffrey Immelt is an economic consultant for President 
Obama; the oscillation between corporate America top management and govern-
ment officials is staggering. All of this causes some concerned citizens to pause. 

Opponents of the Financial Services Modernization Act argue that specialized roles in 
the financial industry should be left specialized. Insurance companies should be insur-
ance companies, not also be hedge-fund managers juggling portfolios leveraged 50:1. 

As you can see, at the rate we’re going, there won’t be very many banks in another century. Globally there may 
only be a few handling everyone’s money. How troubling with corporatocracy and cronyism in full swing. 

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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2. GREENBACK CHAT - 
THE VALUE OF A DOLLAR

The dollar used to obtain its value from gold that backed each and every dollar printed. Since the U.S. aban-
doned the gold standard in 1971, the dollar obtains its value from faith in the monetary system. If that faith de-
parted people would realize that money is only valuable because they believe the paper has extraordinary powers. 

In a monetarist system, the money supply and national debt drive the value of the dollar. As more dollars are 
printed based on nothing, the dollars making up your paychecks, savings, and retirement are automatically worth 
less. Inflation, the result of increasing the money supply, is an invisible tax. Your money cannot buy as many 
products and services and therefore loses purchasing power. 

As a result of government-organized stimulus packages and bailouts, the following graph from the St. Louis 
Federal Reserve bank speaks for itself. It describes the U.S. monetary base over the last ninety years or so. 

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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Graphs are scary but this one’s easy to understand. The vertical gray bars are recessions. The blue line is the total 
amount of money in circulation, in billions of dollars. Things were pretty flat until the U.S. got off the gold stan-
dard in 1971. The spike at the end should alarm you. From the beginning of 2008 to the beginning of February 
2009, the monetary base has increased by about 194% or roughly $900 billion. Mind boggling numbers. This 
does not include the $787 billion stimulus package signed into law by President Obama on February 17, 2009. 
The money for that package will be borrowed and printed. 

New money is printed to pay for new spending. New money is also printed to make interest payments for past 
spending that was borrowed. Every new dollar that’s born makes the dollars in your paycheck, bank account, and 
retirement worth less.

The total national debt is estimated to be between $8-12 trillion. This figure doesn’t take into account obliga-
tions promised by social security or the long-term costs of care for military veterans. The U.S. government has 
also promised to backstop FDIC insurance and other financial industry considerations to boost confidence 
in the system. Hopefully the government will not be on the hook for everything it’s backstopped but the true 
government debt is estimated to be more like $50-78 trillion. These numbers are out there, they’re stunning, 
and they’re mere estimates. The true debt is unknowable. The debt is getting out of control, though and doesn’t 
appear to show any signs of slowing. This doesn’t bode well for our greenback chat and the value of the dollar (or 
future generations). 

The following is another selection from the SwiftEconomics.com glossary and explains the exchange rate of a 
currency. The glossary is meant to amuse AND educate; not to be traditional or academic.

Exchange Rate           
The value of one currency with respect to another. This is the rate at any one time a 
person may exchange currency at. Currency analysis often uses exchange rates to 
describe which currencies are strong and which are weak. If the currencies be-
ing compared have similar monetary policy, the analysis can be flawed. One cur-
rency might be strong compared to another but if they both are rife with in-
flation, that’s not saying much. It is rare mainstream media touches on this.

In other words, the dollar may gain strength against the euro or vice versa but both Central Banks devalue their 
currency at will by increasing the money supply. It’s like comparing moldy cheese to expired milk: they’re both 
dairy and they both stink.

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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3. IMMENSE COSTS 
OF DOING BUSINESS

“Men, though naturally sympathetic, feel so little for another, with whom they have no 
particular connexion, in comparison of what they feel for themselves; the misery of one, 
who is merely their fellow-creature, is of so little importance to them in comparison even 
of a small conveniency of their own; they have it so much in their power to hurt him, and 
may have so many temptations to do so, that if this principle [of justice] did not stand 
up within them in his defence, and overawe them into a respect for his innocence, they 
would, like wild beasts, be at all times ready to fly upon him; and a man would enter an 
assembly of men as he enters a den of lions.” –Adam Smith, Theory of Moral Sentiments

Number three contains a great deal of Adam Smith so be prepared. 

Smith believed that a functioning, collaborative society was held together by empathy (he called it sympathy 
back then). Consider empathy as the ability to put yourself into another’s shoes and feel their pain as if it was 
your own. Self-interests are so powerful that only empathy binds society together. Empathy is the principle of 
justice referenced by Smith.

I wish it was as easy as “protecting American jobs.” It’s not. Entrepreneurs have no desire to take on the im-
mense costs of doing business in the United States. They will circumvent those costs whenever possible. The 
movers of industry do not take on risky ventures to fail. Nor do they take on risk for the benefit of the govern-
ment and fellow citizens (although Adam Smith championed this self-interest as ultimately delivering the best 
results to the populace). There’s a reason why Nike has sweat shops in third world countries like Indonesia. 
Health care, worker’s comp, additional insurances, and benefits balloon the cost of employing someone. Compa-
nies do not have endless pools of money or patience while navigating stout risk. 

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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On top of that take a moment to consider government regulations, 15-39% federal income tax, 0-12% state 
income tax, long-term capital gains of 15%, and litigation risk. Quickly an American business doesn’t sound so 
attractive. 

“It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer or the baker, that we expect our 
dinner, but from their regard to their own self interest. We address ourselves, not to their 
humanity but to their self-love, and never talk to them of our own necessities but of 
their advantages.”  –Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations

The invisible hand is a concept articulated by Adam Smith. He proposed that the deity is the force behind the 
invisible hand. Man alone is unable to see the long term consequences of his actions during a lifetime. However, 
the deity can. Smith felt the invisible hand guides us to a place of maximizing our own self interests (and in-
comes) that in turn maximize community wealth. 

For a man of some sort of godly faith, this could resonate. For those that entertain doubt of an immortal being 
or fully dismiss it, Smith’s invisible hand probably doesn’t provide a lot of comfort. Either way Smith’s charge 
that self-interests are numero uno in our lives should ring pretty true. 

The entrepreneur’s self interests will lead them to minimize costs whenever possible as it is framed by their per-
ception and values. 

The costs of doing business, as we know in economics, go beyond the financial. Stress, fatigue, long run health 
risk, time away from family, etc. only compound when faced with the arduous task of creating or expanding an 
American business.

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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4. PERSONAL FINANCE SAVVY

As a society we can look in the mirror on this one. Given the U.S. government is so fond of standardized testing, 
what would happen if every person in the United States (legal citizen and illegal) took a personal finance test? 
Disastrous results for sure. 

In reality what everyone already knows would be verified by graphs and percentiles. Somewhere along the way, 
living in the most prosperous country in history, Americans felt entitled to opulent living and spending. 

The following excerpt from The Theory of Moral Sentiments exposes human nature in a Smithian way. Smith’s 
understanding of ranks and classes within a society is right on the mark. Modern society accentuates rank as it 
relates to riches and celebrity just as Smith notes:

“It is because mankind are disposed to sympathize more entirely with our joy than 
with our sorrow, that we make parade of our riches, and conceal our poverty. Noth-
ing is so mortifying as to be obliged to expose our distress to the view of the pub-
lic, and to feel, that though our situation is open to the eyes of all mankind, no 
mortal conceives for us the half of what we suffer. Nay, it is chiefly from this regard 
to the sentiments of mankind, that we pursue riches and avoid poverty … The wages 
of the meanest [cheapest] labourer … afford him food and clothing, the comfort of a 
house, and of a family … What then is the cause of our aversion to his situation, and 
why should [others] regard it as worse than death, to be reduced to live, even without 
labour, upon the simple fare with him, to dwell under the same lowly roof, and to be 
clothed in the same humble attire? Do they imagine that their stomach is better, or their 
sleep sounder in a palace than in a cottage? … From whence, then, arises that emula-

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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tion which runs through all the different ranks of men … which we call bettering our 
condition … The man of rank and distinction … is observed by all the world. Every 
body is eager to look at him, and to conceive, at least by sympathy [shared feeling], 
that joy and exultation with which his circumstances naturally inspire him. His actions 
are the objects of the public care … In a great assembly he is the person upon whom 
all direct their eyes; it is upon him that their passions seem all to wait with expecta-
tion. It is this, which … renders greatness the object of envy, and compensates, in the 
opinion of mankind, all that toil, all that anxiety, all those mortifications which must 
be undergone in the pursuit of it; and what is of yet more consequence, all that leisure, 
all that ease, all that careless security, which are forfeited forever by the acquisition.”

Today, the pursuit of wealth and celebrity drives us to “better” our situations; whether we can afford it or not. I’m 
sure there are some interesting studies about personal finance such as the percentage of Americans who keep a 
working budget. Studies and statistics like these are flawed because it’s what people “report” or “say” about their 
habits; not what they actually do. Most people don’t keep a working budget and there’s no need to take a poll to 
divulge this information. A “working” budget would suggest it’s active and continually being checked, brought 
up to date, and compared to actual spending and income. I don’t keep the “working” part of the bargain up very 
much of the time. 

Why hasn’t personal finance been adopted as mandatory public school curriculum? What else is more univer-
sal and applicable to surviving then money management? Maybe, then, people would stop living beyond their 
means and trying to be $20,000 millionaires. Just take the bait and ask. A $20,000 millionaire uses their limited 
means to purchase riches on credit:

- the new Escalade Hybrid with twelve screens (at least two for the driver so they can 
watch Looney Tunes)
- the new 4 bedroom, 2 bath French countryside chateau
- the designer clothes
- the newest iPhone

Yeah, $20,000 millionaires best represent the envy and pursuit of wealth.

If more resources were invested into educating people about personal finances there would be an aggregate de-
crease in spending. With an economy driven by 70% consumption, that’s not what our economic stewards want; 
at least on their watch. The government tells us to spend. The Federal Reserve tells us credit is the lifeblood of 
our economy. 

Actually, production is the lifeblood of an economy. 

As a global community we should ban together and help loved ones improve their personal finance savvy. We 

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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5. BAILOUTS

You may be for bailouts or against them; wish for certain companies to survive or others to die. That’s up to you. 
Just realize that taxpayer funded bailouts, “infusions” of capital, “bridge loans,” and the like are made possible by 
Treasury printing presses. The U.S. Federal government is somewhere between 8 and 78 trillion dollars in debt. 
Let’s see all those zeros: $8,000,000,000,000-78,000,000,000,000.

Long story short, they don’t have that kind of cash lying around so they print more to dole out. This matters to 
you, everyday citizen, because when an additional dollar is printed, the dollars in your pocket become worth less. 

There is a great deal of talk about the Federal Reserve adjusting interest rates. Markets drive the short-term 
rates. The Federal Reserve can only help drive long-term rates. In other words the Fed can’t control the exact 
rate for tomorrow but they can have a huge say about rates in the future. What “cutting” an interest rate usually 
boils down to is putting more dollars into circulation. Whether the dollars are being printed or coming out of 
the Fed’s coffers, the money in your bank account is worth less. This action leads to inflation, the prices of every-
thing we buy to increase. 

Moving forward with the current system, a candy bar will actually cost $10 someday. That sounds about right. 

When the Fed lowers interest rates, they’re actually devaluing your paycheck. It doesn’t sound as nice so they say 
“we’ve cut a key interest rate by a quarter point” instead. 

http://www.swifteconomics.com
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5. CONSUMER NATION

As touched on in reason number four, “Personal Finance Savvy,” roughly 70% of the U.S. economy is driven by 
consumption. Consumer nation would elicit a much healthier American economy if the goods being consumed 
were American. Most of the products Americans consume are imports, though. Take a moment to check out 
your television, your shoes, and the shirt you have on. I’d double down and let it ride that two out of three were 
made abroad. That’s helpful to foreign economies, not so much America’s and certainly not for American savings 
rates. 

With globalization occurring and forms of capitalism sprouting throughout the world, labor competition is stiff. 
Legions of highly educated, skilled, qualified, motivated, and cheap workers are working their tails off to grab a 
piece of the pie. Or as Smith says:  to “bettering their condition” so to “make parade of riches” and become “the 
man of rank and distinction.” 

The standard of living for aspiring first world countries has been rising fast. Standards of living for countries like 
China and India started face down in the mud leaving significant room for improvement. The U.S. standard of 
living will decline moving forward in a global economy. Likely it already is. The standard of living for aspiring 
“high income” countries will meet somewhere in-between their old standard and America’s old standard. At the 
bare minimum, the two will settle much closer in proximity. 

Considering that trend, the wealthiest nation ever cannot sustain such gigantic levels of consumer spending. To 
make matters stickier much of the consumer wealth was on paper. Soaring 401(k)s and Roth IRAs, appreciating 
real estate, etc. made U.S. consumers feel rich. What does the SwiftEconomics.com glossary say about feeling 
rich? The entry for wealth effect will explain.
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Wealth Effect
The wealthier someone gets (and feels) the more they will spend. A person’s  
marginal propensity to consume increases as their wealth increases. It makes sense 
that as someone’s income rises so, too, will their spending. According to the wealth  
effect, a person’s house appreciating in value will spark additional spending as well.

A lot of people robbed their stock market gains and real estate equity to vacation, buy wave runners, and gener-
ally squander the money; money not born of production but only paper asset appreciation. Now these people 
have loans to repay. Some in the form of a home equity line of credit attached to their house; some in the form 
of a loan leveraged against a 401(k) or Roth IRA. In the latter case, people can actually borrow money from 
themselves against retirement and investment accounts, paying themselves interest. 

After the collapse of paper wealth in 2008-09, the assets most people borrowed against lost significant value. 
That value in their home or retirement account will never return unless our economy undergoes a paradigm shift 
to competitive production or our consumer spending returns to astronomical heights. 

Given the theory of merging global standards of living and spurious paper wealth, here’s hoping for the para-
digm shift. 
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7. INTERFERENCE IN HEALTHY 
RESOURCE DISTRIBUTION

Economics is the allocation of scarce resources. Governments interfere with healthy resource distribution. 
Healthy resource distribution is efficiency. 

The SwiftEconomics.com glossary sheds some light about deducting mortgage interest from taxable income.

Tax Write-Off
Although not a subsidy, these are a form of government spending because they surren-
der collectible revenue. 

For example, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) allows homeowners to deduct 
mortgage interest from their taxable income. This homeowner perk sounds harmless 
but it brings a cross-section of new homeowners into play. People on the margin use 
the perk as a reason to buy a home. The result is greater demand for homes, inflat-
ing home values, and builders who go nuts trying to meet the influx of new demand. 

Unfortunately, while it still sounds relatively good, the home value increase 
isn’t sustainable, new homeowners may not be capable of servicing a mort-
gage, and builders overbuild. Now an overheated market is left with a bunch of 
empty homes (over-supply which is difficult to remedy) and correcting prices.

Part of the reason housing bubbles occur is by government policy knocking markets way 
off their equilibrium; even when the policy sounds harmless and nice like a tax write-off. 
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The Federal Reserve had a great role in the housing bubble as well. Former Fed chair Alan Greenspan and Cur-
rent chair Ben Bernanke kept long run interest rates artificially low for years. By setting rates below what the 
market would have generated, mortgages became more affordable. Greenspan and Bernanke ushered many new 
home owners into the market. 

For a median home on the west coast, valued at $213,100 in November of 2008, a 1% decrease in the interest 
rate saves a homeowner about $130/month. A savings of about $1,560/year causes many people to buy homes 
who were previously sitting on the fence. In economics that’s called a marginal increase in homebuyers. 

President George W. Bush promoted an ownership society; first in a 2003 speech in Kennesaw, Georgia and also 
in his 2005 state of the union address. Personal responsibility and economic liberty were two of the pieces com-
prising the ownership society concept. Those two fly with me. However, a strong case can be made Bush’s poli-
cies lacked both of those attributes. What an ownership society also advocated was property ownership, namely 
real estate. Advice to presidents: spend less time on the stump and less time in the economic war room and let 
markets distribute resources in a healthy and efficient way. 
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8. IGNIGTED COST OF LIVING

The Story of the Quick’s
General cost of living in the United States has soared to lunar heights. There was a time when one worker, gen-
erally the “man of the house,” brought home a single income that provided for an entire family. The family may 
not have lived extravagantly but the income provided the ability to own a home, put food on the table, afford 
health care, and raise children. This family was the “middle class.” Let’s call them the Quick’s. 

Time passed by in a flutter. The Quick’s quickly found that their single family income was increasingly strained. 
Father Quick had even received periodic raises at his job over the years. Mr. Quick knew how to demonstrate 
his worker productivity to his superior. He also knew how to time his request for a raise: when the company was 
doing well and his boss was in a cheery mood. Still now, the family struggled to make ends meat. 

The kids sprouted like weeds and acquired the skills to make themselves PB&J’s and lay out their own outfit 
for the next school day. Mother Quick decided she could enter the work force on a part-time basis. The Quick’s 
personal finances breathed a sigh of relief. 

A few more years elapsed. All of the sudden money was getting tight again. The Quick’s budget was swelling like 
Barry Bonds’ melon. Something wasn’t right. Mother Quick began to work more hours. In no time Mrs. Quick 
became a full-time worker. 

The Little Quick’s had come into their own. One captained the high school billiards squad while the other two 
both lettered in field hockey and curling respectively. All three were active Key Club members and co-founded 
the Flying Squirrel Society. 
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With the upcoming cost of three college educations as well as an eye on retirement, Mr. and Mrs. Quick were 
getting nervous. The loving parents had promised themselves they would pay for their children’s educations. Mr. 
and Mrs. Quick did not want their kids to bear the costs of college loans. Considering all three kids were rather 
industrious and entrepreneurial they didn’t want college debt to deter the Little Quick’s from attending college 
in the first place. 

Father and Mother Quick turned to their last option: the nest. Their house’s value had appreciated significantly 
since they bought the domicile years prior. They put a second mortgage on the house to pay for college tuition 
and their flying squirrel-loving kid’s educations. 

The markets collapsed. The value of the Quick’s home plummeted 30%. They were now underwater on the two 
mortgage loans. Father Quick’s 401(k) evaporated as financial markets drowned in toxic debt and consumers 
stopped spending. Mr. Quick had diligently contributed to his 401(k) retirement fund for twenty years with 
hopes of funding golf and horseback riding trips with his wife to enjoy their golden years. The DOW was now 
trading at 7,000, nearly half of its value a year earlier. The value of the dollar had declined 25% in five years, de-
mand for gold was at an all-time high, and two trillion dollars in new government spending had been approved. 

But the Quick’s kept a smile on their face around their kids. The Quick’s were fighters. In their private moments, 
though, they knew their financial future was distressing.  

The story of the Quick’s should be a familiar one to most Americans. We are the Quick’s and we know the 
Quick’s. Each and everyday we face the unsustainable rising costs of living. The Quick’s don’t have any more 
adult workers in their family to send out into the labor force and pull in an income. So that means we’ll either 
rock child labor or have 3+ parent families in the future.

The ultimate problem is inflation. Wages don’t keep up with the rising costs of living. In fact, once a wage is ad-
justed for inflation it becomes a “real wage.” The wage is now an accurate measure of purchasing power. Money 
is only important as it relates to products and services it can actually buy. 

What does the SwiftEconomics.com glossary have to say about inflation?

Inflation
When baskets of goods and services rise in prices. Our pal Milton Friedman said in-
flation is a monetary phenomenon. Monetary policy in the United States is con-
trolled by the Fed with help from the Treasury. The Fed pulls money in and out of 
the economy while the Treasury prints new money to inject into the system. 

Some say a little inflation is healthy for an economy. Others say inflation creates phony wealth; 
that to increase the amount of currency in circulation isn’t like increasing real infrastructure 
and production. Regardless, inflation eats away at the purchasing power of your currency.
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A Hershey Bar cost $0.05 in 1968. It cost $0.60 in 2008. The number of ounces in the 
chocolate bar has fluctuated over time but it still begs the question: intuitively, can people 
pay $50.00 for a Hershey Bar and still live in a stable, thriving economy? The current sys-
tem in the United States says yes and will reach the $50.00 Hershey Bar mark someday. 

Why do we have inflation? Inflation is caused by increasing the money supply. When the Treasury prints new 
money, they spur inflation. When the Federal Reserve buys Treasury Bills, thus putting more money into circu-
lation, they spur inflation. Inflation is nothing more then an invisible tax. Prices of everything we buy increase 
yet our wages don’t keep pace. Some economists call devaluing a person’s currency without asking immoral. 
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9. HEALTH CARE/ INSURANCE
DEBACLE

The cost of health care and other insurance stems from incompetent leadership, lack of understanding economic 
principles, greed, and selfishness; all areas we’ve covered in this eBook. But what are the solutions for rising costs 
of health care? 

The SwiftEconomics.com glossary provides one for the health insurance debacle. 

Asymmetric Information
The opposite of symmetric information. Think of symmetric features on someone’s face. The 
left and the right side have symmetric and equal information. Symmetry has been found as a 
driving characteristic for physical “attraction.” If each side of someone’s face is asymmetric 
and contains unequal information, they will not be able to form an attractive transaction.

The most significant reason tens of millions of Americans do not have health insurance (cur-
rently 47 million plus) is asymmetric information. Politicians do not talk about asymmetric 
information because they’re ignorant or don’t believe the public will have any clue what they’re 
talking about. Likely, asymmetric information is not a winning stump speech for election.

Most people are insured as a member of a group: employees of a company, a sitting senator, a 
congregate of a church, etc. Risk is greatly lowered to insurance companies to do this com-
pared to insuring on an individual basis. In large groups, a distribution of potential health 
outcomes can be mapped out and a more accurate estimate of costs can be established. 

An individual knows much more about their own health, lifestyle, and risk factor 
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than an insurance company does. An insurance company has to assume by the fact 
a person is seeking health insurance that they anticipate high medical bills looming.

I’m a solutions-oriented person. Here’s what any politician could propose to help find an 
efficient solution to the American health insurance dilemma: take the 47 million plus un-
insured people and place them in groups. Group them by age, trade, at random…whatever, 
I can’t do everything for you. The important thing is to group them together and present 
the groups to insurance companies. If you were to group them by an equal age distribution 
across groups, you’d have a lot of healthy twenty-somethings to work with. Many unin-
sured people are young and healthy and don’t feel their risk of medical catastrophe is high 
enough to pay insurance premiums every month. Insurance companies could lower their 
risk in insuring the same people they turn down on an individual basis. Pretty neat, huh?

A more extreme way of helping ease asymmetric information in health insurance 
markets would be to require by law that all Americans obtain health insurance. This 
would immediately stop insurance companies from assuming an individual seeking 
insurance automatically expects high medical bills in the near future. Instead people 
would just be law-abiding citizens seeking the insurance. It’s a paternal solution that 
has it’s drawbacks of freedom but is an economic juggernaut of logic. More Ameri-
cans would be prepared for a medical emergency even if they believe health insurance 
policies are not actuarially fair (worth paying for given the risk). Such a law would in-
crease demand for health insurance in the free market, help individuals get insurance 
policies, and help drive down prices for all. Want a cherry on top? Lift bans on people 
taking out-of-state health insurance policies. The competition of a Californian seek-
ing cheaper insurance in Columbia, Missouri would drive prices down ever further.

According to studies at Dartmouth University, health expenditures by citizens vary greatly from region to region. 
Unfortunately, the individuals who spend more on health care are not experiencing better health outcomes. In 
other words, people spend more money on health care in California than they do in Nebraska; both states with 
similar health outcomes.

The United States, as the wealthiest nation ever, spends a great deal on health care simply because we are 
wealthy. Less than half of all medical care in the United States is supported by good evidence that it works, ac-
cording to estimates cited by the Congressional Budget Office. We’re pill poppers seeking instant gratification 
too much of the time. But doctors can be trigger happy, too. They’ll order CT scans, MRI’s, and write prescrip-
tions that may not be necessary. 

If people want to spend their money on health care, it’s a free country so go right ahead. But most spend money 
on premiums and co-pays for health care, not the full cost of the health care itself. The insurance companies and 
the taxpayers foot that bill. As long as the marginal cost for a trip to the doctor is a mere $25 co-pay, people 
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often get enough utility out of a doctor visit. Remember that utility is the economic term for happiness gained 
from an action. A $25 marginal price gives enough happiness and satisfaction to touch base with the doctor. But 
the doctor’s time and resources are much more expensive than that. 

As a nation, total health care expenditures will begin monopolizing the budget. At this rate it’s not unforesee-
able that any increase in U.S. economic growth will have to be funneled into health care. 
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10. IDEOLOGY BOUTS &
STALEMATES

Defining ideologue will be important for number ten. Most formal definitions of ideologue describe a theorist 
with a set of aims and ideas, often fanciful ones. 

Given every human being has a set of aims and ideas about something we are all ideologues by this logic (par-
ticularly me given I’ve taken time out of my life to write a free eBook and launch a witty economic observations 
site).

My definition of ideologue is the crazy nuts person who is so blinded by their “set of aims and ideas” they will 
never waver. We can be ideologues in one era of our lives and open-minded people in another just as Christians 
become atheists and Muslims become Christians. The open-minded appreciate doubt; the fact human beings are 
not a hundred percent sure about everything in life. With careful study and thought, backed by reputable facts, 
open-minded people present their case. Meanwhile, ideologues show an arrogant disregard to everything their 
mind was unable to consider. 

“Liberty is essential in order to leave room for the unforeseeable and unpredictable … It is 
because every individual knows so little and, in particular, because we rarely know which 
of us knows best that we trust the independent and competitive efforts of many to induce 
the emergence of what we shall want when we see it. Humiliating to human pride as it may 
be, we must recognize that the advance and even the preservation of civilization are depen-
dent on a maximum of opportunity for accidents to happen.” –Friedrich August von Hayek

Shockingly no one is brainy enough to know all information and analyze it flawlessly. Plus there are those pesky 
values and beliefs which shape a person’s conclusions. 
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Lastly, don’t forget about psychology: namely cognitive dissonance, familiarity bias, and confirmation bias. 

Cognitive dissonance makes it difficult for crazy ideologues to learn from past mistakes. The brain literally filters 
memories to avoid having to juggle two conflicting things. It will erase the connection between a piece of con-
flicting information and the ideologue’s memories. 

Familiarity bias is portrayed when ideologues naturally prefer things that have some familiarity to them; comfort 
and routine. For economic policies it’s a rut of unwavering belief in big government, small government, medium 
government, or no government. True believers of big government want the state to run everything from health 
care to education. True believers of small government want the state’s role continually minimized. These ex-
tremes usually end up hurting the country in one way or another. The government runs up trillions in debt and 
enslaves its people in a big government scenario. Government fails to demand honest capitalism and regulate 
industry in a small government scenario. Because so many in government are ideologues, citizens are sometimes 
so lucky as to receive enslaving debt, big government, and amateurish regulation all rolled into one! 

Confirmation bias rears its ugly head when ideologues show the tendency to seek out, spot, treat kindly, and be 
overly impressed by information that validates their initial preferences. When those preferences are values and 
beliefs, watch out! 

Psychology, values, and beliefs will drive an ideologue on a crusade. 

So that exonerates me from ideologue status.  :)

Ideologues are almost always the problem, particularly in politics. No single person can be one hundred percent 
right one hundred percent of the time (as much as it pains us). So why do our leaders, elected and unelected, 
stand so stubbornly steadfast in their policies? Conviction? To convey strong leadership? Ego? To preserve their 
legacy? 

The ideologue crusades cause stalemates. 

Elected representatives and appointed ones are supposed to work for the people and the “greater good.” Any in-
formed U.S. citizen has to find it difficult to believe politicians work for the greater good. As a country founded 
on freedom, the “greater good” leaders should be fighting for is to expand and preserve our freedom. 

For the lion’s share of politicians they seem more interested in bringing federal dollars to their state’s for special 
projects. Their votes can be bought out through this mechanism. The money is offered up to the states as a car-
rot. The temptation to snag the cash is great. In return the federal government requires more power. 

Since the U.S. left the gold standard in 1971, administration after administration has ran up the debt and/or 
devalued the dollar. The actions made by our leaders that contribute to the debt and devaluation of the currency 
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enslave us. 

Thomas Jefferson believed in possessing a great deal of borrowing power. The higher a nation’s credit limit, the 
more robust it is. But Jefferson wanted the country to use the credit responsibly, judiciously, and moderately. 

“What is to hinder [the government] from creating a perpetual debt? The laws of nature, I 
answer. The earth belongs to the living, not to the dead. The will and the power of man expire 
with his life, by nature’s law.” –Thomas Jefferson to John Wayles Eppes, 1813. ME 13:169 

Economically misguided ideologues pick up right where the last one left off. Jefferson may not have anticipated 
decades and generations of running up a tab. One leader’s influence ends, either with an expiring term of public 
service or upon death, but the paradigm remains. 

“Then I say, the earth belongs to each of these generations during its course, fully and 
in its own right. The second generation receives it clear of the debts and incumbrances 
of the first, the third of the second, and so on. For if the first could charge it with a 
debt, then the earth would belong to the dead and not to the living generation. Then, 
no generation can contract debts greater than may be paid during the course of its 
own existence.” –Thomas Jefferson to James Madison, 1789. ME 7:455, Papers 15:393

I believe deeply in not enslaving the next generation with debt. This is basic economic freedom. With some-
where between $8-78 trillion of public debt and obligations, my generation is completely enslaved at the will of 
U.S. debt holders. 

“We acknowledge that our children are born free; that that freedom is the gift 
of nature, and not of him who begot them … As he was never the proper-
ty of his father …” –Thomas Jefferson to John Wayles Eppes, 1813. ME 13:357 

I am not the slave of President Nixon, Ford, Reagan, Bush Sr., Clinton, W., or Obama either; nor Alan Greens-
pan, Ben Bernanke, Henry Paulson, or Timothy Geithner. But the numbers do not lie. My generation was not 
born free and neither will the next. 
 

“I told … President [Washington] all that was ever necessary to establish our credit was an 
efficient government and an honest one, declaring it would sacredly pay our debts, laying 
taxes for this purpose and applying them to it.” –Thomas Jefferson: The Anas, 1792. ME 1:319 

How sacred is the U.S. debt now? Who actually believes the U.S. is good for the money? U.S. debt holders will 
not lend to the United States forever. If the U.S. credit rating was downgraded, interest rates would rise for 
America and debt repayment would get even more problematic. The U.S.’ long-standing AAA credit has been 
downgraded to “AAA with a risk of default.” How does that make any sense? The new rating doesn’t affect inter-
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est rates but credit rating agencies won’t be able to invent new American classifications forever. 

“I consider the fortunes of our republic as depending in an eminent degree on the 
extinguishment of the public debt before we engage in any war; because that done, 
we shall have revenue enough to improve our country in peace and defend it in war 
without recurring either to new taxes or loans. But if the debt should once more 
be swelled to a formidable size, its entire discharge will be despaired of, and we 
shall be committed to the English career of debt, corruption and rottenness, clos-
ing with revolution. The discharge of public debt, therefore, is vital to the desti-
nies of our government.” –Thomas Jefferson to Albert Gallatin, 1809. FE 9:264 

Not only does the U.S. fail to “extinguish” its public debt before entering war, the Bush administration didn’t 
even include war spending in the budget. It was coined “emergency spending,” another new classification to veil 
the truth. Remember that taxation without representation was the tipping point for the United States’ revolu-
tion from England. If government becomes oppressive or fails to work for the people it represents, revolution is 
always on the table. 

“There [is a measure] which if not taken we are undone … [It is] to cease borrowing 
money and to pay off the national debt. If this cannot be done without dismissing the 
army and putting the ships out of commission, haul them up high and dry and reduce the 
army to the lowest point at which it was ever established. There does not exist an engine 
so corruptive of the government and so demoralizing of the nation as a public debt. It will 
bring on us more ruin at home than all the enemies from abroad against whom this army 
and navy are to protect us.” –Thomas Jefferson to Nathaniel Macon, 1821. (*) FE 10:193 

According to Jefferson, a public debt run wild cripples a country long before its enemies abroad. Like the Ro-
mans, economic turmoil could kill the United States. Terrorists cannot “bring on … more ruin” than our public 
debt will. Even terrorist organizations know that.

Ideology kills. As long as ideologues enjoy thirty-year careers bouncing between Washington, the Federal Re-
serve, Goldman Sachs, and high-profile CEO positions, the people better watch their own back. 
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CONCLUSION

How do power players cash in on your economic apathy? 

Some leverage your apathy to get paid millions of dollars over a lucrative career of cronyism. The cronyism al-
lows them to bounce around in all branches of corporatocracy. Others leverage your apathy to tax you, hoping to 
fulfill their own ideological visions. Ideologues may not care if their visions are constitutional or in line with the 
founder’s aspiration for a nation that values freedom. Still others leverage your apathy because they like power 
and control. Their utility functions fly off the charts when seizing and exerting power. 

I do not have all the answers. I’m a mere human made in America. Surely other reasons exist.

I urge you to consider this eBook and begin answering the question for yourself. The key themes to remember 
are:

- The general lack of quality leadership from elected leaders, appointed (thus unelected 
leaders), central bankers, and economists

- Sounding the ambulance sirens of emergency noise to push through “crisis” policy 

- The unsettling fusion of corporate America’s upper management, the government, 
and the Central Bank

- Economic policy that drives the U.S. dollar’s value into the ground and ignites infla-
tion. All the while without asking the people’s permission first.
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- Saddling the American entrepreneur with costs making it difficult for them to pro-
duce competitive products the rest of the world will buy 

- Americans lacking personal finance savvy which is their own fault as well as govern-
ment’s. Without this, citizens have a more difficult time keeping themselves in a sound 
financial position. The “borrow and spend” mentality on the individual level is partly 
responsible for the government adopting that philosophy. It also fuels an unsustainable 
economy built on 70% consumption instead of production.

- Ideologues, who usually are not economic prodigies, fail to understand that the 
government and Central Bank push resources where they shouldn’t be. The result is an 
unhealthy, unsustainable distribution of resources. We get things like housing bubbles 
with a glut of empty houses as well as an inability to provide health insurance access for 
individuals who want it.

Waiting for the next election cycle, crossing our fingers for quality leadership, and living apathetically has failed. 
The hole that U.S. leadership has dug over the last forty years is deep and it’s placed her people in a pressing 
circumstance. I propose the answer lies in understanding economic principles and believing in freedom. 

Come follow the witty trail left at SwiftEconomics.com, laugh a little, and participate in the economic cure. 

Best,

Ryan Swift
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